

From a talk by Joseph Goldstein, in Berkeley California, 
January, 1997:

“I want to add one more little piece.  Short.  And this ties it back into all of the fantastic work that the Buddhist Peace Fellowship does with projects like the BASE project, and so many other things- and that is the understanding that compassion is the expression of the wisdom of selflessness.

“The insight that comes from the practice, the meditation, which leads us to this place of understanding, in a very deep way, the selflessness, or the emptiness of self, of phenomena- that phenomena is not referring back to anyone, it’s phenomena rolling on- that this is not a cold, sort of impersonal, detached state- that the very nature of understanding this emptiness of self, the expression of that is compassion.  Why?  We can see it from a variety of perspectives.  The experience of selflessness is the experience of non-separation, you know, and the mere resting in that understanding, the natural expression of non-self is compassion.  So then in the face of suffering, of our own or other people, the natural movement of the heart is ‘How can I help?’  ‘Can I do something, in this situation, to alleviate it?’

“And so this union of awareness and compassion is a very important understanding, and it’s expressed very beautifully as both a practice and as a culmination in one teaching in Buddhism, which is called bodhicitta.  Bodhicitta literally means ‘awakened heart’, or ‘enlightened heart’, and it’s the aspiration that our practice, and our life be for the benefit of all beings- that we’re not doing this for ourselves alone.

“We don’t go though this whole process simply for our own benefit, but we nurture this aspiration- and it might be just the tiniest seed to begin with, we might just have the aspiration to have the aspiration, just… and that’s enough.  We just have that seed, to see, ‘Yes, this is a tremendously valuable thing to cultivate, to nurture, to nourish… ‘May my life and my practice be for the benefit of all…’  And that puts everything into this boundless context.  That’s really what gives meaning to our lives.”


